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Hari Om fellow Yoga teachers and Members. 

I was fortunate enough years ago to gain acceptance into the ETB (Education 

Training Board) and I was allocated a staff number, there was an application process 

and I had to prove my qualifications were bona fida. This opened doors for me to get 

access to community groups. The ETB allocate teacher hours to various community 

groups, this is great for me as I didn’t have to think about getting enough numbers in 

the class nor did I need to advertise it was all set up for the teacher. 

I recently started 2 new groups for the ETB in a small community centre on Dublin’s 

north side. The class was advertised as Self-Awareness and Meditation course to 

last 10 weeks, the aim of the class was to learn how to practice a safe meaningful 



meditation for up to 20 minutes, including posture awareness, pranayama and Antar 

Mouna.  

As usual the 2 groups were made up entirely of women, after the introductions we 

began to talk about meditation, and I asked all the group to say what they thought 

meditation was… 

Here are some answers I got back… 

Shutting the mind off…concentrating…zoning out…most stated they found it hard to 

meditate, hard to be still, lots of the group said, “I can’t meditate”. 

There was a general misunderstanding of what meditation is, and certainly from a 

Yogic point of view the aim is to befriend the mind and to develop awareness of 

thoughts most of the group sounded like they were struggling with their thoughts. As 

I listened to each person, I could see that a lot of the group were dealing with high 

levels of anxiety. 

 

I started the class with some simple movements to help loosen up and then we 

moved on to breathing and it is here where I was kinda surprised (not shocked) the 

people with the high anxiety levels found abdominal breathing challenging and some 

even said they found it impossible.  

I could talk more about the group, but I came away from the class with a new 

mandate.  

Meditation is a little down the road for this group just yet, I will take smaller steps 

towards correcting the negative breathing patterns and the negative talk and 

curiously I noticed that those with the high anxiety didn’t listen very well, this most 

likely reflects their busy minds. 

This is the type of class I enjoy teaching, my objective as a teacher is to reach out to 

the groups in society that need it most after all healthy patients don’t go to doctors 

and finally, I have seen more and more people coming to classes with high anxiety 

and not knowing what they can do to help themselves. THANK GOD FOR YOGA. 

Please share any ideas you may have about this type of class or any classes you 

may be running. 

Cormac (vyomanada)  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Congrats to all the new teacher who qualified last Nov and to Suzy Chevalier who 

became a teacher in December best of luck to all setting out on their new roles 

 

  
BUSSIAN Linda 

O ROURKE Rachel 

PLATTEN Julie 

PLATTEN Julie 

VANE Tracey 

  
MAY Janet 

SHERIDAN Jane 

  
FAY Jacinta 

HANNIFFY Claire 

HANNON Jennifer 

HOULIHAN Emma 

KOBUS Markwin 

LECLERC Annie 

MCCANN Carmel 

MCKENNA Aisling 

MEEHAN Therese 

MULCAHY Triona 

NIELSEN Monica 

ODEMARK Merete 

REIERSEN Siri 

ROMERO Elena 

WARD Ciara 

  

RAINEY 
Sally 
anne 

  
BACKETT Gail 

BERETTA Mel 

BROADBENT SuLyone 

GWYNN Mary 

HAMES Rebecca 

HEELEY Jane 

HENDERSON Deborah 

JUPP Wendy 

KORTUM Wiebke 

PRESTON Elizabeth 

UCINEK Jane 

WIDDISON Diane 

BENNETT Nichola 
 



As regards to Brexit and how it may affect us overseas here’s the latest from the 

BWY. 

 

‘We've recently had a number of enquiries about how insurance will be 
affected for our Irish teachers following BREXIT.   We have therefore been 
in consultation with our insurance provider and as a consequence, are 
pleased to reassure you that nothing will change.  The British Wheel of 
Yoga is a UK domiciled company but the insurance policy for the small 
proportion of southern Irish members that attach to the British Wheel, is 
interpreted in accordance with Irish domestic law.  This will continue to be 
the case following BREXIT.  Teaching members who are permanently 
resident in other European countries are not currently covered by the BWY 
teaching insurance policy and they too will remain unaffected.’ 

Basically: no change at all! 

We hope that is reassuring, but if you are concerned or have any further 

questions please do get in touch at: 

Email: office@bwy.org.uk 

Central Administration Office 01529 306851 

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/britishwheelofyoga/ 

Website  https://www.bwy.org.uk/news-95/ 

mailto:office@bwy.org.uk
tel:01529%20306851
https://www.facebook.com/britishwheelofyoga/
https://www.bwy.org.uk/news-95/


 

 

Congress is a celebration and this year the theme is Freedom being held at Warwick 

University in Coventry. This is an opportunity for many of us to come together, 

practice with some of the world’s leading teachers, meet like-minded colleagues and 

immerse ourselves into a weekend of yoga related activity. 

With numerous different sessions of yoga to choose from we aim to offer something 

for everyone as well as the chance to experience new and/or different styles of yoga. 

One of the many reasons our members come to Congress each year is the social 

aspect and to meet colleagues and friends. 

One of our Headline Speakers is Gregor Maehle. 

Gregor began his practice of Raja Yoga in 1978 and added Hatha Yoga a few years 

later. In the mid-1980’s, he commenced annual travels to India, where he studied 

with various yoga and tantric masters, traditional Indian sadhus and ascetics. 

After practicing with BK Iyengar, he spent fourteen months in Mysore and in 1997 

was authorized to teach Ashtanga Yoga by K. Pattabhi Jois. Since then he has 

branched out into researching the anatomical alignment of postures and the 

higher limbs of yoga. He gained his anatomical knowledge through a Health 

Practitioner degree and has also studied history, philosophy and comparative 

religion. 

Gregor’s internationally acclaimed textbook series have sold more than 75,000 

copies worldwide and have been translated into seven foreign languages. 

Further volumes are in progress. Today Gregor teaches an anatomically 

sophisticated interpretation of traditional vinyasa yoga, integrated into the practice 

of the higher limbs in the spirit of Patanjali and T. Krishnamacharya. His zany 

sense of humour, his manifold personal experiences, and his vast and deep 

knowledge of scripture, Indian philosophies and yogic techniques combine to 

make his teachings applicable, relevant and easily accessible to all his students. 

Apart from offering Teacher Trainings and Immersions in Melbourne, Perth, 

Tokyo, Byron Bay and Bali, Gregor also teaches retreats and workshops in 

various locations around the world. 

To book please go to: www.bwy.org.uk 

http://www.bwy.org.uk/


 

 

Meet our Overseas Members 

EVEN AFTER FIFTY 

YEARS 

BWY Member: Mary Hawn 

Manitoba, Canada 

YOU ARE INVITED TO 

TRY SOMETHING OLD! 

This was the title I chose for the 

three classes of Yoga and 

Qigong which I was asked to offer as part of the annual fundraising event for the 

Manitoba Chamber Orchestra. With my music studio set up for the first of these 

sessions, I eagerly awaited the arrival of the participants, knowing that those who 

had bid highest in the silent auction, were newcomers to such ``old things.``  

Mats were too intimidating but piano benches were familiar. Turned end to end, the 

benches would serve as `perches` before these birds would be brave enough to fly. 

The group was a small one, so this was perfect. 

We began seated, breathwork inviting gentle upper body movement, upper body 

movement inviting standing. Postures were initiated as incrementally as possible, 

gauging one instruction upon the next in keen observation of the response to the 

former.  

Academic curiosity had been the driving force of their professional lives. Body-and-

mind centering work of this sort was outside their scope of practice, but it was 

curiosity which had brought them. So, I did my best to encourage their curiosity and 

inspire their confidence both in their ability to pursue this deep endeavour and in the 

fundamental integrity of so doing. 

And of course, to have fun – which we did! Breathe, move, laugh, repeat… 

At the end of the three sessions they asked if they could again (and again). 

The MCO has asked that I offer this as part of this year`s fundraiser, so it seems – 

yes, I will choose the obvious descriptor – to have struck a chord. 

Curiosity and practical confidence in Yoga has certainly been a driving force for me 

Even after Fifty Years, consistently filled with joy and wonderment.  

Over the course of this Winnipeg winter, I taken time to `nourish the root` through 

some reading and study, in addition to asana practice, so that there may still be a 

flowering in the spring.  

There are so many resources available, it is sometimes hard to choose what to do 

next, to keep the process of renewal in flow, especially if one is limited in terms of 



away-from-home opportunities. Among the myriad possibilities, the following are 

some which I have found very invigorating. I mention these simply by way of 

reference in case anyone else has been looking at them, and I would love to know 

what others have been enjoying. 

 

Naada Yoga in Montreal, Quebec offers excellent distance learning, including Sound 
Yoga with Ann Dyer and Pranayama with Richard Rosen. (These two have been the 
highlights of my winter study.) 
 
Mind/Body Centering by Bonnie Bainbridge and The Psoas Muscle by Liz Koch, and 

other of their publications, offer significant, relevant material. 

Downloads of Zenways Yoga Foundations, Zenways Yoga for Winter, and 

Spontaneous Zen: Connecting with the Wisdom of your Body offer worthwhile 

practices. 

The DVD ``Vanda Scaravelli on Yoga with Esther Myers`` produced by Esther Myers 

Studio Toronto provides inspiration and encourages depth. 

What more can one ask, except to ``Breathe, move, laugh, repeat…`` 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Caroline Wickham – Power Yoga 

A qualified BWY teacher at senior level, Caroline is 

based in Guernsey in the Channel Islands. She has 

received training from and studied under such world-

leading tutors as Anne-Marie Newland, David Sye, 

Duncan Wong, Cameron Shayne (creator of, founder 

of Budokon, USA) and Ana Forrest. (During a recent 

workshop in advanced teacher training, Ana Forrest 

said that she would gladly hire Caroline). 

Caroline regularly runs classes and workshops in 

Guernsey, as well as yoga retreats in the Channel 

Islands, UK and abroad: 

 

La Gomera, Canary Islands:  28 September - 5 October (from £635 sharing, 
excluding travel) 
 

A magical venue - this venue has it all. It’s secluded with its own organic farm, a 
huge choice of accommodation and two swimming pools - step over the wall and you 
are on the beach!  There are three meals a day, plus a choice of teas and coffee all 
day long. 

La Gomera is one of the least known of the Canary Islands, it has a temperate 
climate and great tranquillity.  A small island it is extremely popular with walkers 
because of the contrasting landscapes; the coastline dotted with villages, the 
mountainous core of misty rainforests, banana plantations and terraces. 

Our venue is completely hidden along the cliff-face, in a secluded bay, ten minutes’ 
walk from the village of Vueletas.  We are beside the ocean with a pebble beach. 
Behind the tropical garden the land has been transformed by permaculture 
gardening techniques into a lush and highly productive small organic farm with its 
own natural spring.  The venue has two swimming pools, one smaller and sheltered 
for hiding away, and one full size for cooling swims in the heat of the day.  Relax in 
the shade of the two huge rubber trees - one holds a swing that sweeps the pool and 
one shades the upper deck overlooking the beach. 
 
Ten minutes’ walk away is the village, here are lots of cafes and small shops plus an 
air of calmness and old-fashioned tourism. There are several long sandy beaches, a 
great cake shop and a homemade ice cream parlour.  For the energetic there are 
rainforest walks, dolphin boat rides, kayaking trips and mountain biking. A variety of 
early morning and afternoon meditation classes are held on-site in addition to your 
yoga programme, you are welcome to attend these at no extra cost.  Or just relax 
and spend your days basking in the sunshine on the lawns looking out to the balmy 
sea. 
 
 
 
 



Havana, Cuba:  23 - 30 November 2019 
 
Join us here for a week of organic healthy food, long quiet beaches and invigorating 
yoga practice. We are about half an hour by bus, or 15 minutes by taxi, from what 
has been named one of the 7 New Wonders of the World, Havana, Cuba. 

We will be staying on the beautiful beaches of Playas del Este, 25 minutes outside of 
Havana city.  Our accommodation houses are close to the beach and our hosts, the 
Cuban Yoga team, are like a welcoming family taking great care of us. With its 
unforgettable blue waters and soft white sand beaches, Cuba forces you to slow 
down and catch your breath. This is your retreat - you can choose to be really active, 
or choose to chill in a hammock  We will be visiting Havana on a full day excursion, 
described as the “city frozen in time” Havana’s beautiful cityscape is reminiscent of a 
time long ago. 

Our hosts have promised to show you a side of Cuba that you won’t find anywhere 
else. The authentic and carefree culture of the Cuban people is a welcome reminder 
that happiness and inner-peace can come easily.  In addition to our daily yoga 
classes and being immersed in the friendly, welcoming Cuban culture, you’ll have 
the opportunity to experience local cuisine, tour this unique and vibrant city, visit a 
world class organic farm, paddle board in a beautifully calm lagoon, try your hand at 
kite surfing (all optional), choose a spa service, or simply relax. We may even visit a 
night club. 
 
Three organic, healthy meals will be served each day by Ernesto and his team. 
Ernesto is an expert local chef who uses only the best ingredients grown 
nearby.  Although mainly vegetarian, there will be optional fish and chicken served at 
some of the meals and there is unlimited coffee and tea provided.   
 
There will be lots of free time in the afternoon to read on the beach, or to paddle 
board on a beautiful nearby lagoon. For those who would love to try a new water 
sport, you can sign up for lessons with the experienced and talented teachers from 
Havana Kiteboarding Club!  We’ll also have a salsa dancing class (to get you ready 
for a night out in Havana if you so choose) and of course, hammocks at your 
disposal.  After dinner each evening, there will be a workshop or a bonfire and plenty 
of time for socialising or for taking time for yourself. 

As well as the yoga classes with Caroline, there will be opportunity for a one-to-one 
short yoga class with Eduardo Pimento, the Grandfather of yoga in Cuba.  You can 
discuss your yoga or you can chat to him about Cuban culture, he is great fun and 
happy to chat or teach as you wish.  Eduardo is one of the most talented Iyengar 
trained teachers in the world, he’s also a warm and kind person with an amazing 
sense of humour. Everyone also has the opportunity for this completely optional one-
on-one yoga session with Eduardo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kerala, South India:  1 - 14 March, 2020 
 

Palm Tree Yoga Centre is magical with its ocean views and its roof-top yoga shala. 
It is placed just above the beach in a peaceful bay, yet is only a half hour stroll or a 
short rickshaw ride from the shops and restaurants of Kovalam.  Accommodation is 
spread over three houses arranged in a triangle. For large groups we also use a 
fourth house closer to the beach.  Massages and Ayurvedic treatments can be 
arranged on-site. Where specific Ayurvedic equipment is required (such as for a 
herbal steam bath) the treatment will take place at the nearby Ayurvedic Centre. 
Sumadra Village is less than ten minutes’ walk away and has several cafes, a beauty 
parlour and shops. 

There is an on-site restaurant. Each day after your morning yoga class a delicious 
breakfast will be served.  On four evenings each week dinner will be provided. 
Kerala has great vegetarian cuisine so on other evenings we will explore the many 
local restaurants 
 
Kovalam Village is two bays away and you can either stroll in along the road or take 
a tuk tuk. This is a great place to shop, visit restaurants, treatment centres and 
places to change money.  Palm Tree has an on-site massage centre.  The beach is 
directly in front of the venue, sunbeds and umbrellas can be hired at a discount.  The 
Indian Ocean can be quite vigorous and have a strong under-tow so there are well 
trained life guards on all beaches. The Leela beach is 5 minutes’ walk to the left of 
the venue and is protected by a reef so there the sea is normally calm and very 
suitable for swimming. 
 
This will be Caroline’s fourth visit to Palm Tree Yoga Centre and, every time we 
return, it’s like 'coming home’ to an incredible feeling of warmth and loving kindness. 
 
For further information and booking details on these retreats, please contact Jilly or 
Debbie at http://www.freespirityoga.co.uk or e-mail Caroline directly at power 
yoga@cwgsy.net 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.freespirityoga.co.uk/
mailto:yoga@cwgsy.net


6th-7th APRIL 2019 

 

MALA MAKING, MANTRA JAPA RETREAT, with Sanyamatma & Atmasangita 

 
The 6th April is a 'mala making 

workshop', 7th April is a 'Japa 

meditation day'. Accomodation is 

available at the centre for anyone 
wanting to attend both days. 
 

If you have ever wanted to make a mala 

this is the workshop for you! 

Sanyamatma has been making and 

teaching how to make malas for over 20 

years. 

He runs a business producing/repairing custom malas for practitioners worldwide: 

www.innereyeyoga.co.uk  

 

The weekend includes chanting Sanskrit mantras, 

asana, pranayama, yoga nidra, meditation, mala 

making and havan (fire ceremony), with a focus on 

mantra to energise, harmonize and develop inner 

stillness. 

The retreat is held by Sanyamatma & Atmasangita 

at their home, the ‘Tipperary Yoga & Meditation 

Centre’, a purposed built retreat space in the 

Drombane hills, County Tipperary, Ireland. They 

are dedicated yoga practitioners who strive to live 

a yogic lifestyle fulltime. They have trained with 

some of the world’s most respected yogis and 

convey an authentic vision of yoga in their classes, while simultaneously making it 

accessible to all. 

For details see: www.tipperaryyoga.com or phone 087 7404136 - 087 3939818 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/yoga_days.html
http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/yoga_days.html
http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/yoga_days.html
http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/yoga_days.html
http://www.innereyeyoga.co.uk/
http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/


31st MAY – 1st JUNE 2019 

 

YOGA LIFESTYLE RETREAT, with Swami Yogajyoti Saraswati 
 

Swami Yogajyoti is one of only two Swami's from the Bihar Yoga Tradition living and 

teaching in Ireland. She is a highly respected teacher who lived in the main Munger 

Ashram, India from 1992-2005. During this time, she was intensely involved in the 

delivery of many courses, including those mounted by Bihar Yoga University. She 

currently lives in Cork where she teaches yoga classes, seminars and In-Service 

training programs for yoga teachers. She is also one of the tutors of the Satyananda 

Yoga Academy, Europe and continues her yogic training by participating in the Yoga 

Vidya Training courses in Ganga Darshan Yoga Vishwapeeth in Munger (India) each 

year. 

 

We’re delighted to host her at the Tipperary Yoga & Meditation Centre, where she’ll 

guide 

an energizing retreat of balanced yoga practices including: asana and pranayama, 

yoga nidra, swadyaya (self-study) through S.W.A.N, karma yoga and havan (fire 

ceremony). 

The Weekend is open to 18+. All meals are vegetarian and accommodation is 

shared. 

 

For details see: www.tipperaryyoga.com or phone 087 7404136 - 087 3939818 

 

 

 

Helen O’Sullivan 
 
I at Lahinch Yoga Studio am delighted that I will be 
welcoming the knowledgeable Leslie Kaminoff 
author of Yoga Anatomy to our village in western 
Ireland in September 2019. 
 
This is his European tour and is only in Stockholm 
Amsterdam and Spain. 
 
I will offer first places to British Wheel of Yoga 
Teachers.  
 

This will fill up quick. It’s 2 days in September 2019. 
 
Please contact me to find out more at  Www.lahinchyogastudio.com 
 

 

 

 

http://www.tipperaryyoga.com/
http://www.lahinchyogastudio.com/


Sarah Manning 

I am based in Singapore and have been teaching for 23 years. 

I am currently working with many students struggling with infertility - and my job is to 
help them come back to health and balance to maximise their chances for natural 
and/or support the medical IVF programmes with better success. 

So for starters - here are a few resources that I could share with other members of 
the overseas British Wheel. 

FERTILITY YOGA 

1. Spirit Babies - by Walter Makichen - I love this book - so uplifting and positive. 
Meditations/chanting tools - lots of positive stories. 

2. Yin Yoga website - www.yinyoga.com - Bernie Clark was my teacher - he gives 
from the heart in so many ways - this website was created by him and he continues 
to work to maintain it. Logical and clear - the yin postures are presented, benefits 
and precautions. By slowing down our students into a more nurturing practices - with 
5 minute meditations for each pose - I really see a huge change. 

One student did two yin yoga postures with some quietening breathing -10 minutes 
total - his heart rate went down from 88 to 67 beats per minutes - his eyes nearly 
popped out. This is a nice easy way to handle men who have an eye to measure and 
compare and how yoga helps to bring the body to a state of calm and restore. 

3. Yoga and Fertility - by Jill Mahrlig-Petigara and Lynn Jensen - some simple 
physical practices - I think they miss the point that fertility is never just about the 
body. The mind and emotions are as important - but having said that - that is what 
students only crave - the physical - and struggle to do the other work on the deeper 
layers. So it’s a great starting point, I honour the work that they have done and use it 
often as a resource. 

4. Traditional Chinese Medicine for Women - by Xia Olan Zhao - And finally some 
woman wisdom!  Her clarity and voice on the holistic nature of our being - empowers 
the tools of yoga which are also holistic and gets students a bit more interested in 
things deeper. 

Hope this short snippet inspires us to nurture and support our over-stressed, 
overworked younger students - both men and women. I always welcome questions - 
so if I can help you teach/ nurture your students - do ask and I will try my best to 
help. email is best smanning@symys.com although these days I skype and 
Facetime often too.  

 

 

http://www.yinyoga.com/
mailto:smanning@symys.com


Alison Burns BWY Yoga Teacher 

Château du Fraissinet 
30110 Branoux les Taillades 
France 
 
+33 4 66 55 80 70 
 
I live at the beautiful Château du Fraissinet on the edge of the Cévennes mountains 
in the south of France. My husband and I have been here for sixteen busy years 
running the property as a self-catering holiday centre. During this time, the very 
comfortable accommodation, extensive grounds with the river Gardon alongside and 
lovely pool have made it a very popular destination for both families and couples. 
 
In 2017, after practising yoga for over 30 years, I qualified as a BWY yoga teacher. 
This inspired us to add a lovely, light yoga studio to the property where I now give 
weekly lessons, and a huge yoga terrace for practice 'en plein air'. Last year, we 
opened our doors to yoga teachers searching for a retreat venue and welcomed our 
first yoga retreat guests. These proved very successful and we are delighted to have 
repeat bookings for 2019. If you are looking for a stunning 'away from it all' venue 
only an hour from Nimes airport then please don't hesitate to get in touch: 
yogasoleil@orange.fr 
 
In addition to welcoming other teachers to the Château, I am running a 5 day 4 night 
Health and Wellbeing retreat focussed on the energy of the Chakras. Dates are 
29th May - June 2nd. Full board prices for BWY members including two yoga 
sessions per day: 430€ if sharing a room, 530€ single room.  
 
One BWY member wrote a fantastic review after last year's Finding Balance 
retreat:   
 
I can honestly say that it was the best I have been on. I have been on a few too!   
Lots of pictures and details on  http://www.yogasoleil.net/yoga-for-health-and-well-
being.html 
 
There is also a retreat especially for teachers 2nd - 9th July. Again, this is running 
for the second year and is a wonderful opportunity for teachers to come together to 
share practice, ideas and most of all to have fun. On this one we share catering so 
the price is much cheaper. Find details on:  http://www.yogasoleil.net/retreat-for-
yoga-teachers.html 
 
Spaces are limited so please book soon if you hope to come along. 
 
 
 

 

mailto:yogasoleil@orange.fr
http://www.yogasoleil.net/yoga-for-health-and-well-being.html
http://www.yogasoleil.net/yoga-for-health-and-well-being.html
http://www.yogasoleil.net/retreat-for-yoga-teachers.html
http://www.yogasoleil.net/retreat-for-yoga-teachers.html


 

BWY Contact Details 

 

Cormac Lennon 

Overseas Editor 

vyomanada@gmail.com 

 

Margaret Murray 

ROC Chair & NEC 

ro.bwysouthwest@gmx.co.uk 

 

Richard Adamo 

BWY Chair 

chair@bwy.org.uk 

 

Safeguarding and Diversity/Child Protection Officer 

Rebecca Morris 

safeguarding@bwy.org.uk 

07738 946320 

 

BWY Central Office 

General enquiries: 

bwyoffice@gmail.com 
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